Press Release

Etix Everywhere expands its data centre business in the US Market.
Following its successful penetration of the European market, Etix Everywhere is now targeting North America with the support of
two visionary and talented data center specialists.
New York, February 24th 2016 - Etix Everywhere, a European data center developer and operator, announces its entry into the
US. The company is opening two new offices, in New York City and San Francisco, to respond to the requests and demands
received from the US market for its smart Data Center solutions. The company is known for its collaborative and transparent
relationship with all of its customers and partners.
Starting today, US-based businesses, as well as global companies with customers in the US, can now draw upon Etix
Everywhere’s expertise in colocation and dedicated data centers. The company is capitalizing on its high degree of expertise with
over 10 data centers in operation or currently under construction in Europe and Africa.
In coordination with the US launch, Etix Everywhere appoints Anthony Verda as Senior Vice President - East Coast USA and
Stephen Belomy as Senior Vice President - West Coast USA, two high-caliber, trusted and experienced professionals. They both
report to Etix Everywhere CEO and Co-Founder, Charles-Antoine Beyney.
The United States is a promising market for the young ambitious company. “The growth of the Internet of Things and edge
computing favor the development of local data centers, offering a promising opportunity for Etix Everywhere”, said Anthony Verda,
who has worked in the data center industry for more than 10 years. “We are focusing on developing interconnected data center
clusters in major US regions. We want our clients to have access to the same simple, efficient and standardized infrastructure not
only in the US, but also all over the world."
The turnkey infrastructure offered by Etix Everywhere has already convinced many leading global companies in the financial
sector, Cloud and retail industries to partner with Etix Everywhere. “Etix Everywhere developed a powerful competitive advantage
with innovative & scalable data center architectures. These concepts are particularly well-suited to address the present demands
for the market", Stephen Belomy said. He is an experienced entrepreneur in the internet services industry with a fine-tuned
knowledge of the US market, particularly in the field of start-ups. “Etix Everywhere’s smart data center solutions are a perfect fit
with the entrepreneurial spirit of the West Coast. This key asset will help the company to become one of the world’s leading data
center developers and operators."
“Anthony and Stephen bring proven business and technology leadership and experience", said Antoine Boniface, Managing
Director of Etix Everywhere. “We are looking forward to working closely with such experienced and technical executives to allow a
smooth and successful entry into the US market." Etix Everywhere hopes to expand rapidly in this region in the years to come.
ABOUT ETIX EVERYWHERE
Etix Everywhere is specialized in the construction and operation of scalable data centers. Headquartered in Luxembourg, the
company, founded in 2012, has developed innovative data center architectures that can be deployed anywhere in less than 16
weeks. Etix Everywhere builds turnkey data centers for large customers and also develops its own colocation data center network
in which housing services are provided.
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